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Modern Russia Can Fight And Win
Land Wars
Technological advances strengthen Russia’s artillery-centric army and
shrink the threat of a rout from the air by NATO. Russia is poised to
change political outcomes with military means for decades.

Samo Burja

Russian TOS-1 multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS) preparing to fire during
an exercise in 2011. Photo by Vitaly Kuzmin. Source.

Russia’s Armed Forces are very different from their Western equivalents. On the surface
level of equipment comparisons, the divergence is not obvious. Like every other
militarily advanced country, Russia has tanks, infantry �ghting vehicles, howitzers,
multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS), attack helicopters, multirole �ghter jets, a
variety of submarines, and even an aircraft carrier, albeit one that is currently being
overhauled. However, the Russian military combines these weapons systems into a
whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. The Russian approach to war has been
deeply shaped by Russia’s geography, recent military expeditions abroad, and the
overarching goal of building a conventional military that can decisively win land wars
without being routed from the air.

While the United States relies heavily on airpower1 to strike key targets and support
ground forces in combat, Russia instead relies on ground-based heavy artillery. This is
not an antiquated holdover from the Soviet era. Russian rocket and artillery systems
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today not only substantially outnumber those of the U.S. or European militaries, but also
have much greater �repower and range. The latest generation of Russian howitzers are
capable of hitting targets at twice the range of comparable U.S. systems. More
importantly, technological advances in cheap drones and other low-cost sensors are
rapidly erasing artillery’s traditional challenge in locating targets quickly and
accurately enough to hit them.2 Russian tanks and infantry �ghting vehicles, while
heavily armed in their own right, are ultimately complements to artillery and are
designed and deployed accordingly. Such ground forces are nevertheless vulnerable to
attacks from the air, which is why Russia has developed what is now the world’s most
sophisticated integrated air defense system, designed to shield its ground forces from
the substantial airpower advantage of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

This unique military posture is the direct result of a major reform of the Russian
military, overseen by Russian President Vladimir Putin during the last �fteen years. By
the 1980s, the Soviet Armed Forces were increasingly incapable of facing NATO, as
technological advances in missiles and aircraft employed by Western militaries
threatened Soviet troops far behind the frontlines. Innovative Soviet military thinkers
such as Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov conceived sweeping reforms to remedy this
imbalance, including a greater focus on air defense and the development of new sensors
to alleviate the Soviet military’s chronic blindness problem. The rigid defense
bureaucracy of the USSR, however, proved resistant to reform until the country collapsed
in 1991. Military reform remained a low priority for the Russian government until, after
several years in power, Putin had built up a political faction strong enough to overcome
the defense bureaucracy’s inertia. The reformist defense minister Anatoly Serdyukov,
who served from 2007 to 2012, reorganized the Russian military bureaucracy and
relentlessly purged the General Staff, creating an opening for a long-overdue update to
defense planning called the “New Look Reforms.” Defense Minister Sergey Shoygu, who
has served since 2012, has overseen the development of Russia’s military into a far more
agile force than the one Russia inherited from the USSR in 1991. The military now has
modernized equipment, a higher proportion of professional soldiers, more responsibility
for lower-level of�cers, and, �nally, the hoped-for air defense systems key to countering
NATO airpower.

The Russian military once failed to defeat a Chechen rebellion in the 1990s before
succeeding a few years later in a costly war of attrition. At the time, these expensive
victories made clear that the then-still unreformed Russian military could not seriously
compete with the United States or its NATO allies. This view largely remained the same
after Russia won a brief war against neighboring Georgia in 2008, although it became
clear that Russia was willing and able to �ght limited wars against its post-Soviet
neighbors. In 2014, Russian troops unof�cially invaded Ukraine to annex Crimea and
help prop up separatist republics in the eastern Donbas region. These daring military
moves were a prelude to Russia’s large-scale and logistically ambitious intervention in
Syria, which began the next year and would eventually see over 63,000 Russian military
personnel “receive combat experience” within three years.3 As Russia now surrounds
Ukraine with nearly 200,000 troops, it is becoming clear that Russia is willing to
conduct not just limited wars against its neighbors, but all-out invasions.
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Russia’s trajectory of more ambitious and more ef�cient military engagements is a clear
product of its recent reforms, but the threat of a full-scale invasion of Ukraine, in
particular, would probably not be possible without the new air defense systems. This is
because NATO member states are, counterintuitively, much more averse to sustaining
major losses of expensive military equipment than to human casualties, because losses
of jet �ghters or aircraft carriers, for example, would dramatically undercut the
overwhelming air superiority that underlies NATO’s combat effectiveness. With the
threat of NATO intervention from the air at least partially mitigated, the question
becomes how much farther beyond Ukraine can Russia successfully change political
outcomes using military means. In Moldova, Georgia, and now Ukraine, Russia has
repeatedly proven capable of consolidating military victory into political and
institutional gains by creating partially recognized client states in occupied territories. It
has also proven capable of using military force to stabilize much larger allies like
Kazakhstan4 and Syria,5 thereby bringing them closer to client state status. Russia is not
likely to directly antagonize any NATO member states in the near future. But the long
theoretical Russian threat that motivated states like Poland or Estonia to join NATO as
quickly as possible is now very real. Finland, Sweden, and Moldova are notably not part
of NATO. The Balkans, the Caucuses, Central Asia, and the Middle East are all ripe targets
for military maneuvering that could lead to war.

As Russia rises in relative military power compared to the U.S. and European powers
like the United Kingdom, France, and Germany, the challenges posed by the Russian
military and its approach to tactics, operations, and strategy take on relevance not seen
since the last years of the Cold War. Moreover, Russia’s reorientation towards building a
military capable of winning conventional wars despite NATO airpower has also
informed the transformative reform of the People’s Liberation Army of China, which has
long aimed to take over Taiwan. Consequently, even if the U.S. can �nd a political
accommodation with Russia or successfully transfer the defense of Europe over to its
allies, the challenge of the Russian way of war is likely to confront the U.S. in the
Paci�c. 

Russian Use of Artillery
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A Russian 2S19 “Msta” howitzer in 2020. Source. 

The key distinguishing feature of the Russian military is its density and quality of
artillery. The Russian army packs far more �repower than any Western equivalent, and
its artillery is typically longer-ranged than equivalent Western systems.6 While rockets
are slower to reload and less accurate than traditional gun artillery, they offer
considerably greater range and �repower, which the Red Army famously used to
enormous physical and psychological effect in pivotal battles such as Stalingrad.7 A
single battery of four BM-13s offered equivalent saturation bombardment to 72 �eld
guns.

The Russian Ground Forces today continue to prioritize artillery as the main method of
delivering �repower, an approach with several advantages over the Western focus on
airpower. Most importantly, it is much cheaper. Low procurement and operating costs
keep Russian defense spending affordable and stable at around 3-4% of GDP,8 a major
improvement on the ruinously expensive policies pursued by the USSR in the late 1980s,
which attempted to match U.S. technological strength on a system-by-system basis.9

Modern Russian procurement prefers systems cheap enough to be bought in large
quantities, even if some amount of technological edge is sacri�ced in the process. 

Secondly, artillery can saturate large areas with explosives, allowing Russian
commanders to attrit an opposing force while suffering minimal casualties. Notably,
Russia never signed the 2008 Oslo Convention on Cluster Munitions10 and employs
systems such as the TOS-1 thermobaric MLRS,11 which can saturate an area of 40,000
square meters. European countries that signed the Oslo Convention, including the
United Kingdom, France, and Germany, have no comparable ability to saturate large
areas. Their reliance on small stocks of expensive precision-guided munitions
represents a major strategic weakness in any potential large-scale European con�ict.12
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Lastly, Russian defense manufacturers continue to produce world-leading artillery
systems. Russia’s continued focus on developing its indirect �re capabilities allows its
domestic arms industry to deepen its expertise in this specialized niche. The Uragan M-
1 MLRS, for instance, can hit targets up to 120 km away, while even older Russian MLRS
such as the BM-30 Smerch have maximum ranges around 90 km, substantially
outranging the U.S. Army’s M270, with its 40-70 km range. Soviet tube artillery has
likewise been modernized far more aggressively than equivalent U.S. systems.13 The
latest variants of the 2S19 “Msta” howitzer range out to 80 km,14 while even the relatively
few modernized Paladin self-propelled howitzers of the U.S. Army have a maximum
range of only 40 km. The focus on striking targets from distance goes beyond artillery
as Russia further develops its cruise and ballistic missile capabilities, aiming to
construct a mix of long-range precision strike options to hit vital enemy infrastructure
while its massive area-effect and precision-guided artillery systems dominate the �ght
at up to 100 kilometers of range.

Russian artillery is not just qualitatively superior but also more numerous. A brief
comparison of the structure of a Russian Battalion Tactical Group (BTG) against a U.S.
Armored Brigade Combat Team (ABCT) illustrates this point. While the American
brigade—a formation of around 4500 troops—has around six times as many tanks as the
BTG, this ratio is completely reversed in the respective artillery formations. The U.S.
ABCT has just 18 howitzers and no MLRS, while the standard Russian BTG—a much
smaller formation of just 800-900 men—has the same number of howitzers and
generally includes an MLRS battery and a dedicated anti-tank company with long-range
Kornet anti-tank guided missiles.

Figure 1. The basic force structure of a Russian Battalion Tactical Group
(approximately 800-900 men). On operations, the BTG would be supplemented
with electronic warfare and UAV assets. It is supported by the logistics assets
of the brigade that it is drawn from. Note how the BTG incorporates its own air

defense units. 
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Figure 2. The basic structure of a U.S. armored brigade (approximately 4500
men). Each combined arms battalion contains two Platoons of Abrams tanks,
coupled with infantry riding in Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicles. Despite the

much larger size of the ABCT, its commander will generally have to manage a
less diverse set of assets than the Russian BTG commander: MLRS and air

defense are noticeably absent.

While Russia and the U.S. both operate dedicated supporting artillery brigades, Russia
operates more of them and retains substantial advantages in range, payload, and
perhaps most importantly, in prestige. When the U.S. sent its artillery units to Iraq as
substitutes for infantry, it illustrated how far this branch of the Army had fallen as it
struggled to �nd a role in the “War on Terror.” Russia’s artillery in active service is now
largely self-propelled—though it continues to keep large stocks of older towed howitzers
in storage15—while the U.S. Army continues to operate towed artillery such as the M777
howitzer in large quantities. U.S. Army leadership has been in denial about the speed
and lethality of modern Russian counter-battery �re, which can arrive on an artillery
formation a mere 2-3 minutes after it has �red its opening salvo, although recent
announcements have �nally indicated a realization about the scale of the problem they
confront.16 Russia’s increased focus on this artillery has led to major advantages in the
relative cost of armaments. The Russian-made 152 mm artillery shell costs just $1000,
while the U.S.-made equivalent, the 155 mm 982 Excalibur shell, costs $80,000.17

Perhaps most crucially, Russia’s advantage in artillery is rapidly being compounded by
the growing adoption of drones—technically called unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
While unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAVs) that carry their own missiles—such as
Turkey’s Bayraktar TB-2—are the most notorious military drones, Russia uses its 2000-
strong18 drone �eet primarily for reconnaissance and target acquisition to assist the
artillery. Surprisingly, Russia does not currently operate any UCAVs, although it plans to
introduce them to the force beginning in 2023. In the meantime, UAV companies are
now routinely attached to brigades and BTGs, and Russia has developed its own large
�eet of medium-altitude long-endurance reconnaissance drones such as the Orlan-10,19

with a low unit cost of around $100,000,20 compared to $1-2 million for a TB-2 or
approximately £15 million for the British Army’s Watchkeeper.21 The digitalization of
older Soviet artillery and the integration of newer systems into the GLONASS satellite
system increases precision and enables UAVs to be used to their maximum effect.22
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Russia’s �at geography is well suited to the use of reconnaissance drones since human
forward artillery observers often struggle to attain a suf�ciently elevated position.

Russia’s Approach to Mechanized Warfare

A Russian T-14 Armata main battle tank on parade in 2015. Source.

Russian grand strategy envisages a large-scale war with NATO as a primarily defensive
effort taking place near or even inside Russia’s borders, but “active defense,” as it is
called by Russian military theorists, will inevitably include offensive operations, and a
potentially large-scale decisive counterattack. In local wars, such as those in Georgia or
Ukraine, Russian theory and practice remain fundamentally offensive.23

Accordingly, while the Russian Ground Forces employ large amounts of artillery, they
also operate many tanks. Although Russian theorists are acutely aware of the
vulnerability of traditional armor on the modern battle�eld—as shown by the recent
appearance of tanks with improvised cage armor designed to protect its tanks from
anti-tank missiles and drone attack24—it remains the only solution that can provide the
desired levels of �repower, mobility, and troop protection. Russia’s ground units are
further protected by the enormous quantities of short- and medium-range air defense
embedded into its brigades and BTGs. This kind of air defense, with typical maximum
ranges of 5–12 km, gets fewer headlines than the long-range systems such as the S-400
operated by the Russian Aerospace Forces, but in reality, the air defense systems
operated by the Ground Forces are just as vital and will only grow in importance as
drones and loitering munitions are adopted by militaries worldwide. In contrast, the U.S.
Army almost entirely abolished its short-range air defense capabilities after the Cold
War ended,25 and is now desperately scrambling to reconstitute some way to equip its
own brigades.26
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The use of armor in Russian military theory has its own peculiarities. In typical Western
practice, the tank and its accompanying infantry do the bulk of the work of seizing
contested ground, supported as necessary by artillery and airpower. In Russian practice,
tanks accompany motorized infantry to seize more limited sets of terrain—only enough
necessary for the artillery to safely conduct strikes on the real target. As a result, Russia
maintains virtually no light infantry on the model of U.S. Infantry Brigade Combat
Teams, believing these to be irrelevant in modern warfare.27 Even its most lightweight
Airborne and Naval Infantry brigades are now being equipped with tanks,28 while the
majority of the armored Ground Forces are in the motor-ri�e brigades, which have no
direct equivalents in most Western forces. These brigades are noticeably lighter and
more mobile than U.S. Armored Brigade Combat Teams, but signi�cantly heavier and
equipped with more �repower than the U.S. Army’s medium-weight Stryker brigades or
European medium brigades. The �repower is not limited to tanks and artillery, but runs
across almost every armored vehicle Russia puts into service; 30mm cannons and anti-
tank guided missiles are increasingly common on anything that moves. 

Beyond �repower, mobility is the other key element of Russian operational theory, on
both the offense and the defense. In a defensive con�ict with NATO, Russian theorists
endorse a theory of maneuver defense, a term that corresponds loosely to the traditional
national strategy of giving up territory so as to set up a war of attrition. On the offensive,
Russian theory prizes speed and the rapid execution of battle plans to out-tempo the
enemy and disrupt their planning process. Accordingly, Russian infantry �ghting
vehicles and armored personnel carriers are amphibious,29 while tanks are equipped
with snorkels,30 enabling Russian armor to move at speed across the country’s many
rivers and streams without waiting for bridging equipment.

The importance of speed is also evident in the unique Russian approach to the
command of maneuver units. Russian brigade and BTG commanders lack the extensive
staff common in Western maneuver units but also command a greater variety of
companies than their Western counterparts. This is carefully designed to enable a more
lightweight command operation and minimize cognitive load. Russian command theory
has a strong preference for quick “80% solutions,” rather than theoretically perfect but
practically fragile battle�eld plans. Commanders memorize a playbook of tactics and
skilled commanders will combine two or three tactics from the list to create an
apparently complex battle�eld maneuver in a matter of minutes. Brigade and BTG
leaders are generally more mathematically competent than is the case in the West and
are well-trained in the use of nomograms and basic formulae to quickly compute the
desired weight of artillery �re. Moreover, Russian of�cer education differs substantially
from the Western model. In the U.S., of�cers are given a general education, in Russia,
they are given a much narrower, specialist education that aims to equip its cadets to �ll
a few roles extremely well. Transfers between branches of the military and temporary
assignments to a different branch are relatively common in a typical American of�cer’s
career pathway, but in the Russian system, they are very unusual. Of�cer specialization,
therefore, is another Russian institutional mechanism for conducting fast and effective
operations.
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This modern force structure that underpins the Ground Forces’ mechanized operations
was largely set in place between 2008-2012 as part of the New Look reforms, but by 2012,
the military was still inexperienced and untested in battle. This situation was remedied
in subsequent years, partly in Ukraine and Syria, and partly due to a renewed focus on
stress-testing logistics and training for rapid deployments.

Excellent Logistics Allow For A Deployable Ground Force

The Russian flag flies alongside the flag of the Russian Engineer Troops near
ancient ruins in Palmyra, Syria in 2016. Source.

Unlike European militaries, the Russian military is well-practiced in fast deployments.
During General Valery Gerasimov’s tenure as Chief of General Staff since 2012, it has
become customary for brigades to participate in large-scale snap exercises thousands of
kilometers away from their bases, while an annual long-distance rail move is a regular
feature of brigade training.31 Gerasimov aimed to cure a weakness of the Soviet military
—much of its military was �xed to its bases and could not be easily moved as required.
As the Russian military has shrunk and professionalized, the need for a highly
transportable force has grown, but this comes with enormous logistical challenges over
Russia’s vast territory. Armored vehicles, whether wheeled or tracked, simply cannot
drive themselves for long distances regularly without unacceptable rates of mechanical
failure, and must be transported instead. Airlifts are expensive and impractical on a
large scale given the quantities of heavy armor in the Ground Forces, while Russia’s
geography makes large-scale naval transport operations implausible. 

Railways are the primary solution to this problem.32 While the Russian military does
employ Heavy Equipment Transporters for road marches, it inherited a great deal of
expertise in railway-based operations from the Soviet military, and this remains the
primary method of transport in practice, as demonstrated over the last few months near
Ukraine. The Ground Forces today employ about 29,000 railway troops (about 60%
conscripts) tasked with assisting transportation, maintaining key lines, and repairing
the tracks when damaged in wartime. The demand for large-scale railway operations is
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particularly acute since the supply and maintenance needs of the Russian military are
considerably greater than those of its competitors. The cost of embedded artillery and
air defense units is that Russian maneuver units need constant resupply of heavy shells,
rockets, and missiles to remain operationally effective.33 Consequently, while Russia
can quickly exert its military might within the boundaries of the former USSR, it would
struggle to sustain large-scale operations in countries that do not use the Russian �ve-
foot rail gauge. Shifting between gauges is a time-consuming operation that would
substantially slow down Russian operations, while the changeover location would
constitute an obvious and hard-to-defend single point of failure.

Beyond exercises, limited wars have been the main avenue for readying the force for
larger operations. While the U.S. and U.K. dedicated themselves to counterinsurgency in
Iraq and Afghanistan, buying equipment unsuitable for large-scale conventional wars
and scaling down or canceling the procurement of modern weapons, Russia was
institutionally strengthened by its con�icts in Ukraine and Syria. While the Syrian
con�ict was against a far less technologically sophisticated foe than Russia would face
in other theaters and could have been conducted as a Western-style stabilization
operation, Russia was not limited to a Western conception of population-centric
counterinsurgency. Accordingly, amidst a large-scale aerial bombing campaign, it used
both ballistic and cruise missiles, employed thermobaric �amethrowers, and deployed T-
90 tanks.34 

These con�icts were viewed as training grounds for larger wars, enabling the General
Staff to test new equipment almost as they received it while experimenting with novel
doctrine and force structures. In Syria, for instance, Russia learned how to integrate
UAVs of a wide variety of sizes into its force, using them to conduct electronic warfare,
target airpower, and make long-range strikes from naval vessels. Gerasimov has
claimed in interviews that it was routine for up to 70 Russian UAVs to be in the air at
once.35 While Russia had employed UAVs previously in Ukraine, UAVs then were
primarily used in the Ground Forces to enable artillery �re. Syria instead offered a real
opportunity to integrate them with the Aerospace Forces. Notably, through its
investments in more advanced reconnaissance capabilities, the Russian air force was
able to substantially improve the accuracy of even its unguided munitions.

Syria also proved that Russia can deploy and sustain a large force far beyond its borders.
While Russia remains largely a regional power, it was able to deploy its sole aircraft
carrier, the Admiral Kuznetsov, and use it to launch Su-33 and Mig-29KR �ghters to
conduct strikes on Syrian territory, suffering only two crashes and no deaths in the
process. Supply and maintenance operations were conducted by four Turkish-�agged
cargo vessels that the Russians bought, re�tted, and added to their auxiliary �eet on
short notice.36 Helicopters and other heavy assets were often �own in by AN-124
airlifters, giant planes that can �y with a maximum payload of 150 tonnes.37 While the
Syrian deployment and resupply operation could not have easily scaled up to anything
substantially larger, it suf�ced for the task at hand.

Russia’s 2014 seizures of Crimea and Donbas in Ukraine, on the other hand, were a
testing arena for the Ground Forces, where Russia deployed approximately 26,000 troops
to hold Crimea while deploying another 10,000 to Donbas. What Western observers have
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called hybrid war should perhaps just be called war.38 Donbas, in particular, saw the �rst
use of BTGs, which have since become the standard form of deployable maneuver unit
for local wars—some 80-100 Russian BTGs are massed on Ukraine’s borders at the time
of writing.

The origin of the BTG concept goes back to the Chechen Wars, and similar combined
arms units were deployed extensively in the 2008 war in Georgia. Nevertheless, Donbas
offered new opportunities to test and re�ne the BTG structure and integrate new
technologies that Russia did not possess in the Georgian War, most notably
reconnaissance UAVs operated as real-time forward artillery observers. A strike at
Zelenopillya, Ukraine in July 2014 has become the most infamous example of Russia’s
use of drones to magnify the power of its Soviet-era artillery systems. On this occasion, a
Ukrainian mechanized brigade positioned about 10 km from the Russian border found
itself under observation by Russian UAVs. Barely minutes later, it was struck by
successive rounds of rocket �re from the other side of the border, obliterating two
battalions worth of materiel and killing close to 40 men.39 Electronic warfare units are
now also embedded into BTGs, a practice that began in Donbas, as Ukrainian forces
routinely found their communications impaired by Russian jamming.40

Perhaps most importantly, a whole new generation of Russian commanders acquired
practical combat experience. In a 2017 interview, Gerasimov noted that all of Russia’s
military district commanders had gone to Syria, 90% of its divisional leaders, and half of
its brigade and regimental commanders.41 

Russia Can Create and Stabilize Client States

Russian troops without insignia occupy a Ukrainian military base in Crimea in
2014. Source.

It is important to distinguish the political outcomes of warfare from the military
outcomes. Winning wars is not just the sum of winning a series of battles, but also
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depends on the ability of a country’s political and military institutions to work together
effectively. When these institutions are functional and coordinated, they can identify
desired political outcomes and then achieve them as war goals. This is ultimately not
just a strictly military accomplishment, but also a political, diplomatic, and institutional
one. Firepower ends battles, but peace treaties end wars. The winning side must be
capable of articulating its interests and war goals in the �rst place. The U.S. invasions of
Iraq and Afghanistan are perhaps some of the strongest recent examples of what a
mismatch between the ability to achieve military outcomes and the ability to achieve
political outcomes looks like. Despite overwhelming and victorious military force, the
U.S. appeared largely incapable of converting these military successes into political and
institutional successes, leading instead to decades of costly military occupation that, in
the case of Afghanistan, led to an embarrassing return to the status quo from over
twenty years ago.42

Russia, in contrast, has proven very skilled at aligning military force with desired
political outcomes. This has most commonly taken the form of using Russian troops to
create and then prop up internationally unrecognized client states in disputed
territories. This formula has been used successfully in the breakaway provinces of
Moldova, Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Ukraine. Abkhazia and South Ossetia, the two
disputed provinces in Georgia, have been occupied by Russian troops since the 2008 war
and are formally recognized as independent by Russia. Russian peacekeepers are
present in Moldova and Azerbaijan, in the breakaway regions of Transnistria and
Artsakh respectively, though Russia has not formally recognized the independence of
either. In Ukraine, Russian troops unof�cially occupied Crimea in 2014 before Crimea
declared short-lived independence, quickly followed by accession to the Russian
Federation. Russian troops were present in the pro-Russian separatist republics in the
Donetsk and Luhansk regions of Ukraine for years before Russia formally recognized
their independence in February 2022. Russia can  win local wars with its neighbors and
convert these military victories into new client states that can then either be left “frozen”
to prevent the neighboring country from reconsolidating state capacity or even
eventually annexed by Russia with the legitimacy of a treaty between nominal states.

While creating small unrecognized client states is a useful tool of Russian statecraft,
Russia has also proven capable of stabilizing much larger allied regimes and, in the
process, moving them towards client state status. The most recent notable example is
Kazakhstan, which faced mass unrest in January 2022 that seemingly developed into
an attempt to overthrow the pro-Russian government. Armed groups targeted key
infrastructure and government buildings, necessitating a heavy response from security
forces that resulted in hundreds reported dead and thousands arrested. Under the
provisions of the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), a mutual defense pact
between Russia, Kazakhstan, and other post-Soviet states, Russia sent thousands of
troops to Kazakhstan overnight to help quell unrest and show support for the Kazakh
government. Since 2015, Russian intervention in the Syrian Civil War on behalf of
dictator Bashar al-Assad’s government has not just prevented a collapse of the regime,
but recaptured most of Syria’s territory from rebel groups and secured permanent
Russian access to Syria’s Mediterranean ports.

https://brief.bismarckanalysis.com/p/kazakhstans-succession-turns-adversarial
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Between 2020 and 2021, Russian support stabilized the regime of Belarusian President
Alexander Lukashenko, which faced sanctions and a retraction of of�cial recognition
from the United States, European Union (EU), and other Western-aligned countries after
a disputed election in 2020. Belarus ultimately neither requested nor needed Russian
military intervention, though it was offered by the Russian government.43 Russian-
made arms and training by Russian security services, however, reportedly helped
Belarusian security services disperse anti-government protests and break up activist
networks,44 while Lukashenko personally thanked Putin for the extension of a $1.5
billion loan to Belarus during the height of the crackdown.45 Before Russia’s show of
support for Belarus against the West, Lukashenko was trying to slow roll Belarus’
integration with Russia to preserve his own local power.46 Though he nominally
supported entities such as the Union State, a supranational union of Russia and Belarus
created by a treaty in 1999, Lukashenko notably refused to af�rm Russia’s 2014
annexation of Crimea and even cast aspersions on its legitimacy.47 This �nally changed
in November 2021 with an announcement of an of�cial trip to Crimea,48 followed by the
signing of an agreement on 28 Union State “integration programs” between Belarus and
Russia.49 Belarus is now inde�nitely hosting at least 30,000 Russian troops.50

In the context of an all-out war between Russia and Ukraine, all of this means that
Russia is well-prepared to lock in territorial gains made by its military forces with the
establishment of new client states on Ukrainian territory. Such states will almost
certainly remain internationally unrecognized, except perhaps by states in Russia’s
sphere of in�uence, but this does not matter for Russian goals. Such rump states can
perhaps eventually be politically integrated into the Union State, of�cially annexed by
the Russian Federation, or simply left alone to be fully dependent on Russia in all but
name. 

In the event of a Russian invasion of Ukraine, the Biden administration has reportedly
considered arming a Ukrainian insurgency against Russian occupation.51 Leaving aside
the military viability of such a plan, it is unlikely to be politically viable. Aside from the
promise of direct Russian economic aid, Russia’s client state strategy can also raise the
power and prestige of local elites, who become of�cial leaders of their own government
with direct access to the Russian political elite, rather than just being one of many
regions subordinate to a disliked unitary elite in the capital. Moreover, even in the event
of a violent and prolonged insurgency, the Russian government has already proven its
political will to absorb casualties, both in the Chechen Wars of the 1990s and more
recently in Syria and Ukraine. Tens of thousands of Russian soldiers have died in
combat since the 1990s. The paci�cation of Chechnya has been largely achieved through
the Moscow-approved and long-term rule of powerful local elites, such as Ramzan
Kadyrov (whose of�cial title is “Head of the Chechen Republic”), in what is of�cially an
autonomous republic of the Russian Federation.

Russian Expansionism Becomes A Viable Strategy in Europe
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Vladimir Putin convenes a meeting of the Security Council to discuss the formal
recognition of separatist republics in Ukraine in February 2022. Source.

The modern Russian military then has the capability to defeat any of its former Soviet
neighbors and it is without peer in Europe. While the Soviet military had great
quantitative advantages but some crucial qualitative de�cits, today the Russian military
is not just bigger than the forces of any individual European country, it is qualitatively
better than all of them. Notably, there are some niche capabilities across some European
forces that Russia lacks, such as Turkey’s �eet of cheap but high-impact UCAVs such as
the Bayraktar TB-2, or the U.K. and France’s carrier battle groups. Russia’s overall
qualitative edge, however, far outstrips any of those nations individually. In the opening
phase of a war against the combined might of NATO, Russia could at least hold its own,
assuming the war took place near its own borders, although its lack of a meaningful
operational reserve and relative shortages of key precision-guided munitions mean that
it is still poorly prepared for a lengthy conventional war of attrition.

Whether or not the Russian army marches into Kiev this year, it is well-positioned to
remain a meaningful instrument of Russian national power for decades to come. Even if
Russian economic growth remains sluggish, as is expected, the current burden of
defense spending is eminently sustainable with revenue from gas exports from Russia’s
developing Arctic region, which are likely to become even more pro�table, especially if
technological developments lead to rapid adoption of solar power around the world.

The rising prestige of military service and its professionalization in key combat roles
helps offset the manpower shortages caused by the demographic collapse of the 1990s.
The full consequences of this collapse are profound and will be felt for most of this
century, but notably modern Russia is no longer the only power dealing with this
problem. Fertility collapse has been seen in all major developed countries such as Japan,
Germany, and China. Notably, even the United States, which was until recently the last
exception, has seen a drop of its total fertility rate (TFR) to a historic low of 1.6 in 2020,
while deaths of despair come to make up an ever greater source of morbidity.52 The
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global demographic transition is now an important economic, political, and eventually,
military headwind eating away at the absolute position of all current great powers.
Putin has successfully halted and even reversed Russia’s absolute decline as a military
power despite many economic, political, and social headwinds. After signi�cant
institutional reform, this military power can now be converted into territorial, economic,
political, and, at times, even demographic gains.53

While Russian military power has diminished enormously compared to China, it is
unclear if Russia is declining relative to the United States, which now �nds itself
overstretched by global commitments. Perhaps more importantly, when compared with
European militaries, Russia’s military power is clearly ascendant. The key remaining
advantage of European states over Russia is their strong—if stagnant—economies, which
have become less indispensable for Russia as trade partners due to the rise of China. The
strong economic position of Germany, which is very effective when dealing with weaker
Eastern European states, has proven ineffective against Russia due to its energy
dependence on Russian gas exports. The only rising power that might act as a
headwind against Russia’s rise is then Erdogan’s Turkey, itself in geopolitical con�icts
with Mediterranean powers such as France.

Live players that adapt to strategic circumstances often profoundly transform these
circumstances in unexpected ways.54 A decade ago, few would have predicted that
Russia would successfully respond to the strategic challenge of NATO expansion. Both
European states and the EU have found themselves incapable of developing military
capacities that could serve as deterrents. Meanwhile, the U.S. very much possesses such
military capacity, but not the political or economic capacity to implement a grand
strategy beyond that of managed decline. The institutional decline which causes such
failures rests on a dearth of live players at all levels of modern Western organizations.
The societal and political problems behind this stagnation will prove dif�cult to resolve.
But this doesn’t mean Russian power is unopposed. The borders of European NATO
countries themselves are likely to be a line Russia won’t cross in the near future. Further,
Russia has found no answer to the strategic challenge of China, one it will have to meet
if it wishes to remain an independent great power in the future.
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